-ew programs made money

Board budgets show ’red’
By Carla Baker
According to four A.S. Program
oard budgets for the months of
ug. 30-Sept. 30, Oct. 4-30, Nov. 1-29,
d Dec. 5-13, the Program Board
s lost approximately $30,839.
The figures given to A.S. Council
e all approximate figures, ac -

)residents
ssociation
’elitist’
By Erin Hallissy
Charging that the Student
is
residents Association ()APS
itist, A.S. Vice President Joe
ippi and Treasurer Nancy Mcdden say they may move to
thhold SJSU funding of the
ganization until certain changes
e made.
Trippi said he will make a
otion at the last budget meeting
n a week or two) that stipulations
the SPA allocation be placed on
e budget.
The SPA collects dues of 20 cents
r student from each school in the
lifornia State University and
lieges system. The projected
ount for 1979-80 is $5,400.
The stipulations proposed by
ippi and McFadden are:
an agenda of the SPA meetings
made available to each school at
ast a week in advance;
tally votes be taken at the
eetings so each school will know
wits president voted; and
minutes of every meeting be
esented to the schools.
However,
A.S.
President
aryanne Ryan said she doesn’t
lieve these proposed changes are
..ry viable.
According to Ryan, it would be
,lfficult to have tally or roll call
htes on every issue so each school
bald know how the president voted,
id that this may be unnecessary.
Ryan maintained she already
’ports back to the council on her
ands at the meetings.
She also said that minutes of the
eetings are already available to
liuncil members if they want to see
em. She already brings the Issues
hich she knows will be discussed at
e meetings to the council, and uses
e council’s past stands to aid her in
ir decisions on how to vote at the
eetings.
However, McFadden and Trippi
ink the changes are needed.
"I’m concerned that an invidual attends meetings and votes
important legislation and policy
id receives no direction from local
impuses," McFadden said. "I
sent that the presidents don’t seek
it nor do they receive direction
om their councils."
Trippi said he believes the SPA
too much of an "elite country
ub" for the presidents.
Ryan said that this contention is
idiculous" and "grossly unfair."
"I think that it’s perceived that
ay because the representatives are
udent presidents, but I don’t think
sat all elitist," she said.
Some individuals may deal with
in an elitist way, according to
yan, but ass whole it is not elitist.
Trippi said he would like to see
e representation at the meetings
anged.
According to Trippi, most
hoots now send two or three
presentatives from the executive
hanch to the meetings.
He would like to see it changed
that each school would send one
Presentative from the executive
ianch and one from the legislative
tanch.
He said that this way the SPA
uld be "truly a student
,ganization and not a presidential
4untry club."
Ryan said she thought this was a
d idea, but that there would be a
oblem of budgeting it.
She said that the only school that
ies this now is San Diego State, but
ey have money in their budget
ecifically for the purpose of taking
dent council representatives to
meetings, and that mast schools
uld not afford to do this.
If the stipulations are placed on
budget and the SPA does not
flow them, SJSU will not lose its
embership in the organization
en if it doesn’t pay the dues, acrding to McFadden.
(Continued on hack page)

weather
A high pressure system
over the Canadian border will
bring stagnant conditions to
Northern California. Early
morning fog will be burned off
by noon, with temperatures
ranging from a high of 74 to a
evening low in the
50s.
Forecast by the SJSU
Meteorology Department

cording to Toni McDonald. director
of the program board.
The program board made
$28,372 with expenditures of about
$59,211.
Only five out of 47 programs
made money. Fifteen were free to
students and 27 lost money.
Two movies, "Fritz the (’at"
and "Kentucky Fried Movie" made
profits. The first attracted 980
persons for a profit of $531 and the
second drew 840 and made $410.
The Homecoming Dance, which
lost $1,062, drew only 10 people.
The Nicholas Johnson program
lost $1,973 and only 30 people attended.
The Mark Hall Arnitin program
in which 175 people attended lost
$1,885.
"The program board is given
budgeted money to spend on
programming and that’s what we
do. We are under no obligation to
make money. It’s not a duty of the
board to make money," McDonald
said.

McDonald said the purpose of
the board is to serve the students
She said the program board has
presented quality programs for
students throughout the semester.
Bruce Santos, attorney general
of A.S. Council, who has been investigating the board, said "McDonald was playing tricks with the
figures."
Santos was remarking on a
letter to the editor in the Spartan
Daily, March 6, in which McDonald
said the income for the three-month

period was in excess of $36,000.
"The statement that the
program board has income is
correct. But that is also true for
American Motors. While a company
may lose money on operating cost
it’s bound to have some sort of income," said Bryan Anderson,
general budget committee member
of A.S. Council.
After reviewing the figures at
Santos’ request, Anderson said the
board is correct in saying they have
income, but the expenditures exceed
that income.
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Council hits ROTC gay ban

Window on
the world
See Page 4

By Erin HalUssy
After a long and emotional
debate, the A.S. Council passed a
resolution Wednesday calling for the
elimination of the ROTC program on
campus on the basis that it
discriminates against homosexuals.
The vote, which took place with
little more than half of the council’
present, was 7-3.
Four resolutions came out of the
council’s committee hearings on
whether the ROTC should remain on
campus.
The viewpoints of the
resolutions ranged from calling for
the elimination of the program
because "Military Science is the
study of terminating life rather than
promoting it" to supporting the
retention of ROTC on campus
because it allows freedom of choice
but recommending that it add a
peace studies course with subjects
such as the ethics of war and
alternatives to violence.
However, the resolution that
passed, authored by Kevin Johnson
and Matthew Savoca had as its
premise that the ROTt, practices a

policy directed by the Department of
Defense of active discrimination
against gay people.
Savoca is president of the Gay
Student Union.
The resolution said that
although the A.S. in concept does not
oppose the presence of ROTC on
campus, it should not be allowed to
remain because it is contrary to the
university’s concept of freedom of
choice.
According to Savoca, there is no
freedom of choice in ROTC because
if a gay person wanted to join, he
would not be allowed to because of
the policy of not allowing gays in the
program.
Johnson said that if this policy
were changed, he would support its
retention on campus.
Karen Bluth, chairwoman of the
council’s ROTC committee, said
that the supporters of the resolution
were jeopardizing the program for a
political statement that wouldn’t
have any impact on the Department
of Defense’s policy.
She said that she was fully in
favor of gay rights, but the problem

Task force on G.E. wants
48 units required state wide
By Chuck Henrikson
The 48-unit general education
requirement recently passed by the
SJSU Academic Senate, after two
years of work, could soon be
replaced by a statewide G.E.
requirement.
The Task Force on General
Education, a committee of the
statewide Academic Senate, is
nearing completion of its proposal
for a G.E. requirement on the
statewide level, where none exists
now.
The draft, as recorded at the
task force’s meeting last month,
calls for 48 units of G.E. like the
SJSU requirement does, said Mary
Bowman, chairwoman of the SJSU
Human Performance Department
and a member of the task force.
If the statewide requirement is
accepted by the CSUC trustees it will
supercede the SJSU policy.
The statewide proposal, according to Bowman, calls for 12 units
of G.E. in the social sciences; 12
units of humanities and arts; 12
units of science; three units of an
area titled "study of the individual," and the remainder in
basic skills.
It also specifies that 12 of the
G.E. units be upper division classes
and are not to be taken before the
student achieves upper division

status.
The
new
SJSU
G.E.
requirement, which goes into effect
for students entering fall 1980, is for
18 units of basic skills; eight to nine
units of humanities; eight to nine
units of science; eight to nine units
of social science and three to six
units of approved electives.
The approved electives and
three units of basic skills (a writing
workshop) are to be taken when the
student reaches upper division
status in the SJSU plan.
SJSU Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns, who chaired the Ad
Hoc Committee on General
Education which wrote the SJSU
requirement, is also on the 14member task force, along with
Bowman.
According to Charles Adams,
dean of faculty and staff affairs at
California State University at Chico,
and chairman of the task force, the
proposal is still in the draft stage but
will probably be completed at the
next task force meeting, March 23.
The task force circulated a
preliminary draft last April
suggesting a 54 semester unit
General Education requirement.
Should the task force finalize the
48-unit proposal at its meeting this
month it will be sent to the CSUC
chancellor for approval.

If he accepts the proposal it will
probably be circulated among the
schools for recommeodations,
Adams said.
Adams expects the final draft to
contain about 30 recommendations
and a list of suggested language
changes to Title V. Title V is the
principal legal document that
provides for the governance of the
CSUC system.
(Continued on back page)

with their policy would have been
better solved by sending letters and
petitions to the Department of
Defense rather than by recommending that the program be
eliminated.
She is in favor of a plan which
would retain the ROTC program on
campus with the incorporation of a
peace studies course.
The other council members who
voted against the resolution,
Mohinder Mann and Rebecca
Graveline, said that although they
were against the policy of
discrimination against gays, they
were in favor of ROTC because it
provides freedom of choice to those
students who want to be in it.
Although the council passed this
resolution calling for the elimination
of the program, it is doubtful that it
will be ended.
According to SJSU President
Gail Fullerton, who was present for
part of the discussion on ROTC,
SJSU has a contract with ROTC.
In other action, Fullerton explained to council her plans so that
the function of the ombudsman
would remain on campus.
She said that because A.S.
President Maryanne Ryan had
asked her not to use Student Services funding of the positions, she
promised she would try to get
general fund support of the position.
The original plan was that
Student Services would pick up the
function.
Fullerton said that tenured
faculty members would take over
the position for nonrenewable
periods of three years.
In answer to concerns of council
members over further cutbacks,
Fullerton said, "People are going to
get cut, folks. We’re in that position
and it’s not an easy thing to decide
who, when and how."
A resolution against the re-

introduction of the draft, authored
by Ryan, was also passed by council
with a vote of 10 to 1.
A referendum was placed on the
ballot for this spring’s election
( April 3, 4 and 5 ) that calls for the
total withdrawal of all holdings of
the California State University and
Colleges system and its member
campuses from all companies
dealing in South Africa and
Rhodesia.
Approval of eight students for
the election board was also approved. Personnel Officer Pam
Wagner said that she also has four
other applicants for the position
whom she has not interviewed yet.
The council voted to allocate
$570 to the American Society of Civil
Engineers to host the annual concrete canoe race. Campuses take
turns in sponsoring this race.
The second reading of Act 21, the
finance code of the council, was
finished Wednesday after several
weeks of discussion.
The council will vote next week
on the proposed changes in the act,
which include making the A.S.
president a non-voting member of
the budget committee, creating
grant funds for student groups and
allowing groups to keep the amounts
that are allocated to them in their
respective accounts indefinitely in
the hope that this will encourage
groups to make money on events.
According to several council
members, at this point it appears
that the act may not be passed by the
council because some members are
dissatisfied with parts of it. The act
must be passed as a whole, so if a
member disagrees with one part, he
would vote against the whole
act.
If this happens, the act will
be sent back to a first reading where
more changes and discussion can be
made.

Dissatisfied dorm residents
might get ’food quality board’
By Pam Shelf
In the future, dorm residents
may have more say about the
quality and variety of food they
consume at the residence hall dining
commons.
During the Spartan Shops board
of directors meeting Wednesday,
board President Joe Trippi
suggested that rather than having
resident advisers ( RAs I evaluate
the dorm food service operation,
that a "quality control" board
comprised of dorm students be
established to report directly to
Spartan Shops.
Trippi said it was "trendy to be
negative about cafeteria food," but
after talking to approximately 100
students and eating in the dining
,lens five to six times he noticed
innion complaints had

surfaced.
Overcookng food was one
common complaint among dorm
residents, Trippi said. Students
complained frequently that much of
the food, especially hamburger
patties and other meats, were
served to the students overcooked.
Little menu variety was another
dorm resident gripe, Trippi said.
Students complained they were
served the same meals over and
over again in cycles and that Friday
menus were very repetitious.
Another complaint that Trippi
mentioned was the frequent use of
roast beef in various forms served to
the dorm students. They complained
about being served roast beef at one
meal and left-aver roast beef in
barbeque beef at the next meal.

photos by To,,, Van Dykt.

UFW march
in E. Salinas

Cries of "Huelga!" and "Chavez, sil Chiquita, no! were the
rallying words of an estimated 5,000 striking United Farm
Workers Union members and their supporters as they marched
through East Salinas Wednesday.
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Editorial

Ryan’s ’hopeless’ trip
A.S. President Maryanne Ryan recently
spent a week in Washington, D.C., on behalf of
SJSU students and termed the trip
"productive."
According to Ryan, she lobbied with six
other student presidents for a separate
department of education, for student housing
loans and against tuition.
Her lobbying consisted of meeting two
local congressmen and aides to California’s
two senators.
SJSU students paid for the trip to the tune
of $396.89. In fact, since July, nearly $3,000 of
students’ money has been spent for such trips
by A.S. officers.

We wonder if the money is being wasted.
Talking to a congressman for a few minutes
with six other people hardly seems the best
way to represent SJSU students.

14;19:04’441’ Vtl.;
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If lobbying is needed, on a national level,
A.S. can hire lobbyists. And President Ryan
can meet congressmen when they are back in
the area.
The A.S. president’s time is better spent
on campus. She should be vigorously dealing
with problems such as the Ombudsman cut
and the financial code revision rather than
taking political trips which yield no specific
results.

Not enough violence

Fans need excitement
By Don Vetter
Surely most sports fans will
.agree with me when I say that there
is not enough violence in athletics
today.
We pay too much money to view
these events and in return all we get
is a simple numerical score, a
simple winner and loser.

Don Vetter is a
Spartan Daily reporter

At the end of the season we get
the two teams who have come out on
top of these numerical scores more
often, playing in some spectacular
bowl or world series.

What fans need is something
more tangible if not more exciting
violence.
Football would be much more
exciting if points were awarded to
the team that inflicts the most
number of critical injuries to the
opponents. Award extra points for
putting a player out for the season.
In baseball, why can’t the
cher have the option of throwing an
exploding baseball to Reggie
Jackson. If he hits the ball, the bat
explodes in his hand, what an
equalizer!
In basketball, the players should
be free game once they jump above
the rirn. Just ask players like Rudy
Tomjanovich, he’ll agree with me.
The fans have more than shown
their plea for more violence.

Special Olympics
needs volunteers
By Peter G. Bliss
This Saturday will be a big day
600 kids with
for aprximtely
o
alems from various state
speciap
l
::
hospitals throughout northern
California.
They will be given the chance
many of us take for granted when we
run out the door on a beautiful
weekend and head for the sport that
best satisfies our own personal
addiction.

.1 ,

Peter Bbss is a
Spart.-m Dolly reporter

These kids are coming to SJSU’s
Bud Winter Track and Field
Stadium to participate in the first on
campus Special Olympics competition primarily, I believe, to get
out of the institutional environment
in order to enjOy the thrill of victory
and the agony of defeat as well as
just having a day of good fun.
Health, of course, is dependent
on many things, but most important
is the relationship a good physical
workI ut has on the psyche.

support at events where these
yowigsters gather.
Public przticipation really is
fundamental to the success of
making this psyche/exercise
combination to work at its 100
percent effectiveness.
For all those planning to show
uI. nd those that haven’t made up
their minds. but inevitably will, the
rewards and the new insights ined
Iag should
from such antexperience
I
II ve to be immeasurable11!.
Now, many of the SJSU
population understandably will of
course be rising at their regular
time on Saturday morning to get out
and run their daily workout Or at
least will be making a dash to the
medicine cabinet to swallow a
couple of aspirin and then to the
refrigeratOr to down a quart of
anything wet or cold.
Whatever the case, if you are up
early on March 10, I.
just do your
thing and go back to bed; trot on
over to the Special Olympics. I’m
sure you will find it to be thne well
spent.

Why do you think all those
people pay $12.50 to see Evel
Kneivel? Not to see him jump over
14 Volkswagens, no sir, they want to
see him break every bone in his
body. This is true sport!
Hockey and auto racing are two
contests that seem to be ahead of
their time. It’s great to see those
skaters belly-up on the ice with the
I nly thing holding the fans back the
cops and the glass partitions.
Auto racing, though already
exciting with its firey wrecks and
drivers punching each other to a
pulp in the pits, should have that
added dimension of strategic sideswiping and running other racers off
the road.
Other sports should take heed,
for the grim reaper shall come and
remove them from prime time and
golden voiced announcers.
Golf is one of these sports that
lacks violence. You can’t even yell
or open a beer can at a tournament.
Perhaps hazards such as snipers
and land mines would bring this
dying sport back to life.
Lack of violence is the one
reason we don’t see such "sports" as
lawn bowling, croquet and badminton on TV. There are not enough
head smashings, grunts and pulled
ligaments.
If the players complain, just
give them more money, we’re
willing to pay. And besides, they
only have to work half a year. The
added risk and shorter season will
be justified by the player’s higher
salaries.
The time has come for sports
fans to speak out on the issue of
violence in athletics. We are consumers and the supply should meet
the demand.
Today is the day you should
write, phone or even send a
telegram to your favorite sport’s
commissioner demanding I.
violence now.

letters
Prop. 1 3
Editor:
The remarks about the effects of
Proposition 13 by SJSU President
Gail Fullerton and Vice President
Hobert Burns are, I think, at best
laughable and at worst poorly
calculated.
Most might be willing to believe
that a 10 percent budget cut would
cause a 10 percent reduction of
academic services. But, however
charitable we might wish to be, the
President’s claim that such a cut
would cause the university to close
down is incredible. We should have
learned from last year’s campaign
against Prop. 13 that such claims
scare only those who make them.
But Burns seems really to
believe both that SJSU is "underadministered" and that it is a
"brilliant administrative move" to
preserve the campus ombudsman’s
"function."
Burns claims that administrative work is left undone or
done inadequately. What work is
that? Can it be that, in a place where
"facilities planners" are on the
prowl for some bold soul who uses

It can not only lift a depressed
mII d, but also helps in clearing the
head necessary to solve otherwise
frustrating problems.
This type of event is long
Overdue to help these kids overcome
the listlessness that comes from
sitting in institutions day after I.
Even if the hospital has
programs set up for the kids, I’m
sure they don’t compare with the
more
total experience
this
weekend’s festivities will allow.
Since we are beginning to
recognize the importance of this
relationship, it is also imperative
that the community these kids
seldom see, come out and give their

Public Relatoons

Dan Wood

LI

The A.S. has come up with the
latest thing in soliciting response
since Pvlov’s bell. We’ll call it the
Streamlined Ballot.
This poll is so easy because it
eliminates all those confusing
choices by allowing only those who
the
agree with the proposition
Ombudsman off ice should be
maintained and independent to
sign their names to the ballot.
As I see it, the real choice comes
in when the pollee must decide
which of three "designated boxes"
to stuff the ballot in. I envy the man
whose job it is to count the no votes,
for he will have much less paper to
deal with.

God’s proof
Editor:
I read the letter from an
agnostic, unfortunately I don’t
remember his name. In his letter he
asked for proof of the existence of
God. I have some inthrmation thr
him, but whether or not he will
cI nsider it proof I don’t know.

Sean Sovermornv
Dave Atevedo
John Jones
Lose Young
Danny Edwprqs
Don McCarthy
Dan Moller
Toth Lararakos
Chuck Hildebrand
Ann, plevorvo,nri

If you look up con a clear night,
you will see the stars revealing His
creative power. In our galaxy alone
there is an estimated 500 million star
own. The star
systems like
Ii
Betelgeuse is over 400 million miles
in diameter and there is one star
that gives off as much heat and light
in 25 days as ours does in 1 million
I

Keith Kropp
Sharon Noll
Ellie Harland
Van Dyke Rom
Mitchell., Sorra,
Scott MAC EV0.11
Nancy Fonq
Nancy Rhodes
Jom Schroer..
Phetsy Calloway
Ermkson
Loretta Staconotto

Repo. hors
Darcy Asvott,
L,Anne Augusto. Carla Raker, Peter Bliss,
C hoc k Flustollos.
Stew. Carp, La Rosa
Car roncoton, Stephen Cohodas. Low. Cullom,
Rob Dawson. Karen Fwonq, Norman Got
wetter, E rot Nallossy. Chuck Henrokson,
Droblue Nunionqrr. Maureen Johnson. Mary
I er, Carol Magnuson Petcock McGreevy,
Maureen Riley, Porn Well. Mark Sch
t nog, Don Vetter. loth
wenden. C Indy
Wagner. James Whaley. Ethan Wonsron.

Simple choice
Editor:
Life gets sirnpler all the time.
Take, for instance, the A.S. Poll
on the Ombudsman position on Page
3 of the March 7 Daily. Time was
when polls presented pollees with
lots of confusing choices like Vote
Yes or Vote No. But not this poll.

There is, however, a fly in the
ointrnent. In this two-question poll.
aren’t we forgetting those who may
’wish to keep the office independent
as it’s being elirninated. Or maybe
maintained but dependent. Or ...
John McLain
News Bureau Manager
University Relations
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Coty Editor
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Copy Edotors

two-pronged plugs in three-holed
electrical outlets, important work
remains undone? Or does th e Vice
II
P resident mean that we need more
than N assistant school deans to do
what was once done by volunteers?
Bert! say it ain’t so.
.
Jack A. Wettergreen
" Professor, Political Science

Look around you, creation
speaks of a master designer. Every
snowflake is different, no two have
ever been found alike. The archer
fish calculates the height and speed
of an insect flying up to 20 feet
overhead and he also calculates the
angle of refraction and the quantity
of water needed to catch its victim.

1-EAL:r1-1 CARE iN1 ’ME COY OF IRE ANCALS

hook in the mirror and you will
see the Lord’s greatest design. Each

of our eyes have about 1 milli
light-sensitive rods and cones. V
hear because of the vibrations
24,000 strings. In every square in
of our skin we have about 600 swe
glands, 100 inches of blood vesse
156 inches of nerve cables, 100 fat
glands, nearly 100 signal apparat
and ’more than 3,000 cells. Multip
this by 3,100 for the whole body.
I cannot conceivably see ho
such complicated things as plane
and animals can be a matter
chance or evolution.
If you are truly looking for Gt
you can’t miss Him, He is knockir
at the door to your heart. Maybe
don’t have the answers that y(
want to hear, but if you will trust
Jesus He may eventually show yc
the answers. God is waiting to gh
you His divine love, the crucifixit
of His Son is proof of this.
Gordon Barboi
TV/Film sophomoi

Obnoxious
Editor:
At last something is being dor
legally, to put a crimp in the c
noxious antics of the Revolutiona
Communist Youth Brigad
Disturbing classes and harassii
students on campus weren’t enoug
so the "rebels in red" took thc
beliefs and ideals on a shoppii
spree to Eastridge.
Strange, isn’t it, how the
protestors of violence upon mer
bers of their own cause seem
resort to the same methods wh
their verbal cacophony fails
initiate favorable response?
I am all for peaceful demo
strations and believe in freedom
speech, but there is a time and pla
for everything and I see no need
violence, be it IIIal.
Member§ of the RCYB have
right to voice their opinions,
course, but other students
campus are here to learn and hav
right not to be interrupted in th
studies by chanting parades passir
by the classrooms. Because of t
despicable methods used by t
RCYB demonstration at Eastridg
I’m fully supportive of the laws
against them. I see only one proble
with the situation: this just gives t
"red beret brigade" another issue
shout about.
Brian Adan
Radio/Televisi
Broadcasting juni

Ommission
A letter to the editor written
by Del Ruiz in Tuesday’s Daily
commenting on
the
Independent Weekly’, inistakenly
did not include the fact that he
is a member of the Daily’s
advertising staff. We regret the
ommission.
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Library construction waits for bids
By Ethan Winston
Construction on a new
library for SJSU could
begin in June and be
completed two years later
if an acceptable bid is
received, said Handel
Evans, associate vice
facility
president
of
planning.
An earlier round of
bids was rejected after the
lowest bid came in 23
percent over the alloted
$10,018,000.
cutting
Cost
modifications for the plans
have been made and the
project will be put out to
bid March 19. Bids will be
opened one month later and
a decision on the contractor
will be made by May 19.

Bob Wolterstorff

6
I

V writing jobs
don’t come easy’
1
By Darcy Asvitt
i The road to success is
’!ver easy. It takes a lot of
Ilridevwinogrkin Byu’oturfoserlfs jasnud
aduate Robert Wolterrff,, determination and
tience has paid off.
At 29, he is a staff
iter for the television
ogram
The
Jefsons," a T.A.T. Cornications production,
d has such writing
its behind him as
,ight is Enough," "The
credible Hulk," "Good
aarnd"Larayn..Bartnes"
siy
Hartman."
ou do a lot of walking
d door knocking until you
d someone who believes
you," the casually
essed Wolterstorff said
lowing a talk with a
atre arts film writing
as Wednesday.
"People hear of too
ny overnight success
ries. It actually happens
maybe 1 percent of
Wolterstorff
1ople,"
marked.
A warm, funny guy,
olterstorff stressed the
of
Iportance
ilesmanship in order ot
t anywhere. How you
[esent an idea verbally is
tal.
In reference to the
nd of shows aired on
tevision today, Wolter)rff contended that the
mpetitive attitude of the
dworks is ferocious.
This competitive ataide has gotten to the
oint where it stifles
reativity, according to
olterstorff. All the netarks are after is money,
rabbing audiences and
!ling number one, he
!tied.
To use new ideas is to
ke a chance. If it doesn’t
ork, the network
:ecutive who tried the
!%v idea is out of a job.
nisequently there are a
t of spinoffs of successful
lows.
Wolterstorff sees this
; a problem that could be
’solved if an effort was
.ade by the creative
immunity in conjunction
ith the networks.
He believes that
orrnan Lear is the exlition that stands apart
om the rest.
"Norman is inovative, he’ll take
’lances, and he’s the most
!spected individual in the
declared
usiness,’
’olterstorff.
He advises aspiring
nv writers who want to
.eak in the business to put
,gether a script for a
vular T.V. show, such as
averna and Shirley, and
nd it to producers and
ory editors. This is called
"spec" script and
tables the producers to
!e how closely you can
rite to the character.
Writing close to the
laracter is essential. A lot
’ ideas are good but you
in’t use them because
ley don’t take substance.
he idea won’t be used
’nil it fits the character.

Some of the ideas
Wolterstorff uses come
from reading, although he
claims he doesn’t read as
much as he would like to.
Coming up with an idea is
the easy part, commented
Wolterstorff. It’s making
the idea take shape that
create difficulties.
With comedy -drama
you take a situation and
stretch it; take it out of
bounds and make it funny,
he said.
What gets tough
though, he added, is when a
show has been on for five
years. It’s hard to find
fresh ideas. The characAlso, to
ters get stale.
write for prime time
television, you should live
in Los Angeles in order to
know everything that is
When asked
going on.
his thoughts on T.V. today,
Wolterstorff replied there
is a lot of good programs
on, but also some shows
that merely attract
viewers. The essence of
television is variety. It
should have a lot of different programs on, said
Wolterstorff.
Wolterstorff ’s next
goal is to be writing a
feature film. "I give myself
four years, maybe less."
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These cuts still left the
project above cost so when
Evans and SJSU President
Gail Fullerton took the
plans to Sacramento
seeking approval, further
cuts were made.

If the new bids are too
high then "we redesign the
building," Evans said. He
estimated this would delay
construction of the library
by one year.
Planning for the
library began in 1967 and
since that time has been

scaled down from 12 stories
to five.
According to Sagen,
there is one factor that has
caused revision of the
building - inflation.

Sagen and Evans have
cut down the normal
bidding and evaluation
time from 120 days to 60 to
combat the constant increases in costs.

State planners use a
construction cost index
based on 20 nationwide
cities. Last year that index
went up "roughly" 7
percent while construction
costs in the Bay Area went
up 13 percent, he explained.

"It won’t be because
we’re not trying" if library
construction doesn’t begin
in June, Evans said.

OPEN 12 -- 4 P.M.

By Stephen Cohadas
When the official
construction plans for the
new SJSU library are
opened to bid March 19, it
will contain a modified
plan that will
use
polyurethane insulation in
the construction of the
building’s roof,

emitted by
substance.

Polyurethane is the
seat covering material
which caught fire in
BART’s trans-bay tube and
caused the death of an
Oakland fireman from the
inhalation of toxic fumes

An official of the
Oakland Fire department,
however, close to the
BART investigation said he
was shocked to hear that
the polyurethane was going
to be used. He described it

’14
14.111111! --Or
,
or’:

0’1

--

lights

less
windows.

the probable absence
of carpeting.

a reduced amount of
landscaping.

as "highly combustable."
"It emits a toxic,
heavy dense smoke of
cyanide gas," he said.

the new structure. He said
it will be safety insulated
from ignition resulting
from possible electrical
malfunctions.

He added that a new
material, Koron, is now
available as a protective
coating for polyurethane.

"It will be totally
encased in a gypsum
bond," he said.

Sagen said he had
never heard of it and had
consequently left it out of
their plans.

A spokesman for the
state Fire Marshall’s office
said he agreed there will be
little danger to library
users.

According to Sagen the
polyurethane insulation
will be on the exterior of

"The hazard is
minimal because it is on
the outside," he said.

Sagen defended the use
of polyurethane as a
material
construction
calling it -legitimate" and
He
insulation."
a "super
said it was chosen to keep
construction costs down.
He added that it would
be a "one -in -a -million
chance" for earthquake
damage to spark
a
polyurethane fire from in
the roof.
"Buildings aren’t built
to collapse." he said. "It’
completely safe."
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Sagen,
Jack
spokesman for Phlueger
Associates,the architectual
designers of the building,
said there is no danger that
the BART episode will be
repeated at San Jose State.
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of
modifications are:

OF OUR NEW OAKLAND AND SAN IOSE STORES

ON SUNDAYS
,11.

cement roof Oh substituted for ceraloo
tiles

New library plan to use polyurethan e in roof

Instead, another
$200,000 to $700,000 was cut
in the meeting with
representatives of the
Legislative Analyst office
and the Department of
Finance, according tP
Evans.
"We slammed it down
to $10.1 million," Evans
said.
"These
aren’t
reductions in quality as
much as changes in

the blueprints
Not cut are thy. solar
heating panels.

A row of columns
added, running down the
middle of the bundling

When construction on
the new library begins
there will be cost cutting
modifications included in

An augmentation to the
building fund by the Public
Works Board was quickly
"quashed" because "we
didn’t have a bid in hand
within the normally
allowable 10 percent,"
Evans explained.

SUPER SUNDAY
SPECIALS

I.09 I’

Spartan Daily

Project architect Jack
Sagen, of John Pflueger
Associates, has recommended 20 changes which
he estimated would save
almost $1.5 million.

materials, Evans explained. "It wasn’t a very
luxurious building to begin
with and now it’s very
basic."

3127 Stevens
Creek Blvd.PND
OF
CORNER
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feature

Barbara
Freeman,
pictured on the 2nd
floor
of
Library
North, became a
window washer at
SJSU in January.

Photos by
Jeff Pohorski

High-perched window on the world
latest venture for SJSU staffer
By Maureen Riley
She began working at
15 washing dishes for 50
cents an hour. At 17, she
drove a hay truck and
pitched bales out in the
fields. She married for the
first time and ended up
with three babies and a
divorce three years later.
But Barbara Freeman
was determined to survive.
She married a logger, had
two more children and

spent a "depressing life"
wandering
from
one
logging camp to another.
With work scarce the
family moved to Eureka
where she took a job as the
only 4401 bus driver with
enough courage to drive
the treacherous mountain
roads during severe winter
conditions. Her second
marriage lasted five years.
Now married again,
with eight children and 12

grandchildren, Freeman,
49, is still hard at work this
time as SJSU’s first woman
window washer.
Although grounded
now, it won’t be long before
Freeman ventures up to
wash the outside windows
of the business tower and
other high rise buildings on
campus.
"A lot of people can’t
stand height," she said. "I
can’t stand being closed

The next guy next door?

By J.S. Whaley
You will be seeing
more of SJSU student
Barry Stallard in the
future.
Stallard, a 22-year-old
industrial arts major, will
be appearing in the Aptil
issue of Playgirl magazine
with a number of other
young men competing for
the coveted title of the
Guy Next Door."
Stallard got involved in
the modeling business
when "a friend of a young
lady
I
was seeing
suggested taking some
photos of me and sending
them in to Playgirl.
"Initially, I looked
through the magazine and
said I would never do
anything like this.
-Then my friend
suggested it and I said I
might as well. If I didn’t do
it I’m sure it’s something I
would regret later in life."
Stallard said he
decided to do it because,
"I’m kind of proud of my
body."
A resident of Washburn
Hall, he has had no
previous experience in the
modeling field.
The initial photos were
sent in in November,
Stallard said. "Four days
later I received a letter
that said I was being
considered and to send in
some more photos.
"I sent in about 20 to 25
shots, taken inside and
outside, and I got another
letter congratulating me
and telling me that I would
be in the Api il issue."
Stallard believes that
the photos will be displayed
along with other contestants, and that the
public will vote for RAI.
favorite "guy next door."

Barry Stallard
He receives no money
for his photos, "but if I win
I get some kind of cash
award," he said.
He admitted to being
"a little apprehensive
about it.
"I’d like it to lead to a
possible career in
modeling," he said.
Reactions
from
family
friends and
were mixed when they
heard about his photos
appearing in the magazine.
"My friends were
pretty excited about it," he
said, "a lot of reactions
were ’you’re kidding!’
"My mom told me, ’I’ll

photo bv Janet Nakasluma
see you in the funny
papers.’ She was shocked.
She told me, ’That isn’t
what your body is for,’ but
told me to go ahead and do
it if I wanted to."
"My dad just kinda
laughed."
Stallard had to sign a
model release form so that
everything would be legal
and there would be no
chance of a lawsuit if he
changed his mind.
Stallard
plans
to
graduate in June, and
would like to spend some
more time in Mexico,
where he traveled last
semester.

in."
began
Freeman
working at SJSU in June,
1975, as a night custodian.
Her assigned cleaning
stations were the old job
Placement Center and "V"
Building. During the rape
crisis, Freeman often
walked alone between the
buildings.
"I was very careful
and I always walked where
there was plenty of
lighting," she said. "I
never went close to any
bushes." Despite the rape
scare, she never missed
work or thought of quitting.
However, custodian
work got quite boring for
Freeman. "I was always
restricted to one area," she
said.
"I never saw
anyone." When the opportunity arose to transfer
to window washer this
January, Freeman immediately took the job.
"I’ve seen more in two
months as a window
washer than I ever did in
three and one-half years as
a custodian," she said.
Freeman has held a
variety of jobs since
coming to SJSU. She was a
maintenance worker at an
apartment complex in
Santa Clara for three years
before being laid off.
"I taught myself to do
everything," she said. "I
did all the roofing,
painintg, electrical work,
and all general repairs that
needed to be done," she
said.
Prior to that Freeman
was a bartender in
Houston, Texas for five
years.
"I got tired of that,"
she said.
"I had to put up with so
much from people." she
said. "Sometimes people
got so drunk they took
swings at me."
"I was allowed a gun
behind the bar, but I never
felt I had to use it," she
added.
Freeman describes

herself and her current
husband of 16 years, Joe, as
working class people.
"You get into a habit,
when I don’t work I get
nervous."
She grew up as a poor
child in the back hills of
Goldendale, Wash. Her
father worked as a sheep
herder earning $60 a
month. "We lived on goats
milk and meat," she said.
Their home, though
comfortable,
had
no
electricity, running water
or indoor plumbing, she
said. "I didn’t know any of
these things existed until I
moved to a city when I was
14," she commented.
Because she had
childhood illnesses, she
only went through seventh
grade. To compenste, she
taught herself to read and
write better. Her husband
Joe, has no education, she
said. He can’t read or
write. He grew up in North
Carolina working in the
cotton fields.
Freeman handles all
monthly bills and in -

terprets legal documents
that need to be attended to.
She refers to Joe as a
good man and provider
that walked into a ready
made family and took on a
big responsibility. "He
never complained," she
said.
When not working,
Freeman, indulges in her
favorite hobbies, portrait
painting and building
model ships. "I dearly love
art," she said. "That’s
another thing I taught
myself to do."
In addition to repairing
household
gadgets,
Freeiunn builds furniture,
does carpentry work and
all her own home
decorating.
"I
also
enjoy
working," she said. "But
you can’t be young all your
life and you can’t work all
your life." She looks forward to retirement
someday. She plans to
substitute traveling for
working because "I like to
always be active."
Freeman hopes to
remain at ,SJSU until she

leaves California but that
won’t be until she retires to
Nevada and builds a home.
In the meantime
Barbara Freeman will
continue to wash windows

whether in the air or on I
ground and occasions
eavesdrop on a lecture
two. For as she puts it
plainly, "I consider SJ:
the education I never had

See Europe and
New Zealand
Two FREE films on
Economical Travel
1. "Cossack"
2. "Camping Treks in
New Zealand"
11:30,1:00
Tuesday, March 13
SJSU Chamber Council
2nd level Student Union
Call Ands Meserth
for more info:
292-1613

BACKPACKERS international
Adventure Center &
Trip & Travel Planning Co.,

From antibiotics to cosmetics:
Pfizer... career growth through sales.
Right now, you’re
seeking a dynamic career
where excellent performance is well rewarded.
If you’ve explored all
career avenues, you
recognize sales as the area
where you can apply your
independence, entrepreneurial talents, creativity
and competitiveness at
the focal point of business
the marketplace.
In essence, sales is the
closest thing to running
your own business while
working for a large
organization.
At Pfizer, our
$2 billion -plus sales encompass health care, chemical,
agricultural, material
science and consumer
literally, from
products
antibiotics to cosmetics.
We have achieved
dramatic results in world
sales have
markets
more than doubled in the
past six years.
Although a lifescience or business degree
is helpful, individuals
from a variety of disciplines achieve success ass
Pharmaceutical Sales
Representative. After a
comprehensive training
program, your primary

task will be to effectively
communicate, to a sophisticated medical audience,
the pharmaceutical
products Pfizer sells.
A strong interest in
business is required to
become a Consumer
Product Sales Representative. While working with
your District Manager
to refine your selling skills,
you will have to meet
constantly changing needs
in the highly competitive

markets of health and
beauty aids. fragrances
and cosmetics.
1:(-)r the successful
representative we offer
rapid advancement as well
as an at tractive salary,
incentive bonus and automobile. If you feel good
about yourself and your
potent ial in sales. please
send a copy of your resume
to Manager, Field Operations, Pfizer Inc., 235 East
42nd St., 19th Floor,
N.Y., N.Y. 1(1017.
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Gary L. George, Regional Personnel Manager, Pfizer, Inc.
will conduct interviews at the placement office on March 20th,
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arts and entertainment
Talent abounds in 3 student-directed plays
By Carol Magnuson
Student performers showed they could muster up as
uch talent as professionals Wednesday night when three
e-act plays opened on campus.

Play reviews
! The student -directed plays, "Trifles," "White Lies"
d "Curtains" will be performed at 8 tonight and
morrow at the Studio Theater located in the Speech and

murder and confused police officials, two seemingly
simple wives, played by Dawn Rice and Cynthia Hetchter,
find the actual clues to the murder under the noses of their
disdainful menfolk. The irony of it all, as illustrated by the
title, is that these pompous men constantly ciack at the
women’s "trifling" with absurdities such as sewing and
canning preserves. This "trifling" leads to the uncovering
of the clues which convinced the ladies of the guilt of the
actual murderer.
The weak spots become evident in the lack of
character control in some of the actors. Dawn Rice, as
Mrs. Peters, the wife of the local sheriff, tries hard to

only real witness to the case, clearly comes across as a
strong-willed woman when the men are not around.
The remainder of the five-member cast varied in their
abilities - ranging from plain (Paul De Zan as Sheriff
Peters(, to excellent (Steve Chastain as Mr. Hale), to
over-acting (John Sherlock as County Attorney Henderson).
De Zan seemed to have no effect on the play, merely
another body on stage, while Chastain nearly carried the
first half of the production with his excellent voice
characterizations, facial expressions and natural mannerisms.
Sherlock acted like someone strutting on stage,
talking louder than any of the other cast members and
lacking in the detailed character movements so necessary
in portraying a personality.
On the whole, however, "Trifles" was an intriguing
idea presented by Nelson with more than a little flair.
"White Lies," the second of these one-act plays, was
directed by Jenny Gispen-Shultz. It can be given acclaim
in every aspect. The three cast members actually lived on
stage, and the audience responded perfectly to the
periodic inanity, the intensity of the moment and the
sometime poinancy of the script. Set design, utilizing the
main structure of the previous play, was functional,
descriptive and completely adequate for the theme of the
play.
Linda Van Polen’s Sophie utilized personalized
movements, accent control (that of a German Baronness), facial expressions and outstanding body movement
which retained her character without losing the reality of
her role.

the comedy play, "Curtains," Rich Montgomery, left, comforts Bobby Pellerin when he arrives home
lavastated, as Sharon Grish looks on
!irama Building.
Primarily, acting and placing of characters is strong
II through the plays, excepting a few weak spots in the
)rst, "Trifles."
Directed by Joan Nelson, this story of a mysterious

retain her character as a meek and quiet wife of the
depression years, but seems to fall but on occasion. Her
timid "old lady" fidgeting is effective, yet her word
portrayal and voice are weak.
Cynthia Hetcher’s Mrs. Hale, the stringent wife of the

i3adfinger, Hammer miss beat
510w sales a likely outcome
! By Chuck Bustillos
! In recent years,
’rofessional
athletic
anchises have begun to
im down the members

Record
review
ley carry on their rosters.
! The same trend is
-.Turing in the music
usiness.
Two fairly established
rtists which will probably
e put on "waivers" due to
ieir slow sales are
Badfinger" and Jan
lammer’s band "Hamwhich
Badfinger,
onsists of Joey Willard on
uitar and Tom Evans on
ass, and an array of
ession musicians thrown
1, got off to a fairly quick
tart, mainly because of
le tutorage of Paul Mc!artney. The ex-Beatle
ass player wrote "Come
nd Get It" for Badfinger.
t was an instant hit single.
Hopefully Mollard and
’-ans have taken a good
!sten to their most recent
ecord, "Airwaves," and
fill decide that they must
ass and concede to setting back as studio
ausicians.
Badfinger is not in the
riginal form it was when
he band formed 10 years
suffered
.go.
They
aanagement difficulties,
motional problems and

AMtL
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Last Night
’SAMURAI SEX
AND MORE’’
THE NAKED
SEVEN
also

SWORD OF
JUSTICE

finally were shattered by
Peter Ham’s suicide in
1975.
During that four-year
hiatus, the remaining two
members compiled the
material together which
came out as "Airwaves."
They said that it’s the best
music they have ever done.
Unfortunately, I doubt
many listeners will agree
once the album gets air
play, if it even gets any.
The songs, mostly in
the same Beatle ballad
vein, are so bland and trite
that only the most teenybopper branded listener
could accept these dreary
lyrics which come off with
the emotional impact of a
greeting card.
Not until "Come Down
Hard" does the group
display any musical virtuoso. This song is like a
sharp slap in the face after
lulling through the other
droning cuts.
Even for a band which
has made its name based
on its hit singles, "Come
Down Hard" wouldn’t be
enough to sell the album.
While Hammer’s
album "Black Sheep"
doesn’t fare much better, it
is at least artistically
challenging to the listener.
Hammer’s sound is built
his
intricate
around
keyboard playing. His band
toured with Jeff Beck and
complimented the British

guitarist’s talents perfectly
in the studio and on stage
during his two-year partnership with Beck.
However, on his solo
effort, his magical scienceapproach to
fiction
keyboard and synthesizer
work turns into a boring 40
minutes.
first
Hammer’s
mistake comes when he
futilely tries to sing. He’d
be better off it he had
Sonny Bono doing the
leads.
On songs like "Waiting
No More" and the title
track "Black Sheep,"
Hammer skillfully blends
the jazz-rock tones into his
only complete compositions. For someone so
highly regarded by his
peers, you’d think Hammer
could play a different solo
from time to time. Each
one on the album seems to
be an off-shoot of the
previous one.
Sheep"
"Black
features an interesting
version of the late guitar
Wizard Jimi Hendrix’s
"Manic Depression."
What starts out as a
provocative rendition turns
into a jumbled piece
distorted by Hammer’s
piling on of interluding
synthesizer interuptions.
While Hendrix had a
great influence on Hammer’s rock-and-roll inHammer’s
ter est s,

WOMYN’S WEEK 1979
March 12-16
- A Week of Activities
- Workshops
- Panel Discussions
- Lectures
- Entertainment
Most events are free;
All events will be held
in the Student Union

X
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Pick up a detailed program at
the Student Union
Information Center
or the Women’s Center

The First
Nudie Musical
11:30

Sponsored by Associated Students

judgement to do a Hendrix
piece without guitar play
must be questioned.

John Davies played a sometimes frightening,
sometimes attractive and convincing public relations
agent named Frank. His violent outbursts toward Sophie
and the memory recall for quick thinking and speaking
propel] him into a real-life situation in which he actually
participates.

horribly tragic event - the death of the theater.
After discovering that the writer, Ron, ( played by
Bobby Pellerin) is actually accused of murdering the
theater, the three slightly unbalanced people embark on a
search for the lawyer, the truth, and. in Marcie’s case,
( played by Sharon Grish ), children.
The zaniness of it all is that they actually treat this
death as a murder and their reactions run all over the
stage.
It is absolutely refreshing to see such absorption in a:
play. The audience laughed and giggled in disbelief, and:
comments such as "This is hysterical!" and "I don’t
believe this play!" could be heard running through the: !
audience of about 75 people.
However, it was not an hour full of laughts. The play
had a real and totally serious message to deliver, and the-:
actors performed their parts with total believability.
In all, the students who directed, designed and per-";:
formed these three plays have obvious talents in their’;.
work.
Jenny Gispen-Schultz’s direction of "White Lies,"
was tremendous coming from a student, and Ross Nelson
placed his characters, their actions and their portrayal...
.
right on target.
It’s regrettable that more of the student body doesn’t-;.
see these productions, for they are commendable.

0
probe

Electrical
Engineering
Graduates

If you are graduating in May with a degree in Electrical
Engineering. Probe Systems, Inc is interc sted in you

In all, this play about a medium, a musician and his
-friend", (Tom, played by Rick Singleton), weaves the
audience into the tale by centralizing on the theme of
identities which people assume in order to compensate for
the discontent which they feel in themselves. It is a theme
with which everyone of every age can identify.

Probe Systems is a small company involved in advanced
research and development projects for various
government agencies. Products .and services include:
innovative signal processing techniques, wide band
transient recorders, IFM receivers, direction finding
systems, communication systems analysis, and optics
research

The final play, titled "Curtains," is outrageously
funny and off- beat. A story about three people: a play
critic for the New York Times, the writer’s best friend,
and the writer’s wife.

Recruiters from Probe Systems will be holding on
campus interviews Tuesday, March 13. To arrange your
appointment, contact the Career Planning and
Placement Office in Building O. Sign up now

Directed by Ross Nelson, these three "characters"
spend the entire time tripping over their own shortcomings and insecurities while trying to cope with a

(U.S. citizenship
required.)

A fun, 7-mile foot race for
runners and joggers of all
ages through the scenic
paths of Saratoga.. . no
struggling hills. . . course
will be marked at each mile
point. Pre-race registration
is $3.50. Race day
registration is $4.50 from
8:00 a.m. to 9:45 a.m.

go 0LltS

VARAQE

7 MILE RU

APRIL FOOL’S DAY
1979

RACE DATE AND TIME: The 7-mile race will begin at 1000 am sharp Sunday, April Fool’s
Day, 1979, in front of the Athletic Attic store located in the El Paseo de Saratoga Shopping
Center at the corner of Saratoga Avenue and Campbell Avenue.
AWARDS AND PRIZES.
FREE T-SHIRT: Special, commemorative Fool’s Parade T-shirt will be given to all paid
entrants.
CERTIFICATES: Participation certificates will be given to all entrants that complete the race
FREE DRINK: Free drink will be given to all race participants at the finish line
AWARDS: Plaques will be awarded to the top male and female finishers in all divisions
FREE DRAWING: Over 30 prizes of shoes, shorts, tops, socks, record albums and other
surprises will be given away free, through a drawing held immediately following the raceall
paid entrants are eligible
PRIZES: Special prizes will be provided by Athletic Attic, KEZR, NIKE. Interwoven. Brooks,
Etonic, New Balance. Adidas. Saucony and City Sports.
RACE RESULTS: The top 100 runners’ times will be postedothers will be given their time
and place at the finish line
RACE DIRECTOR: George Wightman. Saratoga
PROFITS:

All

profits will be given to the San Jose Special Olympics Committee

ATHLETIC ATTIC/KEZR FOOL’S PARADE
7-MILE RUN

REGISTRATION AND ENTRY FORM

Mail before Monday. March 26.10
Athletic Attic, 200 El Paseo de Saratoga, San Jose, Calilornia 95130
Please enter me as a runner in the Fool’s Parade 7 -Mile Run to be held Sunday. April Fool’s Day 1979, 10 00 a m San Jose.
CA I have enclosed the $3.50 entry tee (check or money order payable to Athletic Attic) and completed the required
information on the entry form
Name
Address
Zip
State
Phone
City
Mate
Age
Sex Female
. 20-29
. Masters (over 40)
. 30-39
Divisions (age) 19 & under
, Medium
(all adult sizes)
. Large
. Extra Large
T-Shirt Size: Small
In consideration of the acceptance of my entry. I. for myself, my executors, administrators, and assignees do hereby release and
discharge Athletic Attic, KEZR. and sponsors for all claims for damages which for my minor child may sustain arising or growing
out of my participation in the Athletic Attic ,KEZR Fool’s Parade 7 -Mile Run
(attest and verity that I have full knowledge of the risks involved in this event and I am physically fit and sufficiently trained to
participate in this event I further grant full permission to the use of my or my minor child’s likeness by Athletic Attic or KEZR for
any purpose whatsoever
Signature (parent’s signature is required if participant is under 18 years of age )
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In the air or on the ground . .
Spartans Prevail
Some of SJSU’s competitors who will be out to help
the Spartans against UC-Berkeley tomorrow are
Thurliss Gibbs top) showing his winning form in the
high jump with a 6%10" effort; Stan Ross ( lower left )
who hopes to go under 3:50 in the 1,500-meter run; and
Kevin Cole leaping high in the long jump with his
probable goal for tomorrow at the very bottom 25
feet.
Directly below Gibbs, distance and weight coach
Don Riggs discusses strategy with 400-meter intermediate hurdler Jerome Bearden.
The Spartans have defeated Stanford University,
94-69, Cal State-Hayward, 94-38, and UC-Irvine, 92-62,
so far this season. It appears the Golden Bears will
provide SJSU’s toughest competition to date as they
have a well-balanced team with at least one top performer in many of the events.
The Spartans beat California 79-74 last year.

photos by Terry Stelma
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sports
SJSU track team battles Cal
Saturday for ’Bay Area title’

photos by Jeff Pohorsk I
wo members of the San Jose Municipal ground crew headed by Ken Canepa smooth the infield at
uni at left. Canepa, pictured on the right, is directing a renovation at Muni which is set to begin in
optember.

Saga of the groundskeepers
41/en doctors field
Canepa makes plans
-o benefit home team for Muni renovation
By Danny Edwards
The next time you watch one of the area’s two minor
ague professional baseball teams play at Municipal
adiumthe San Jose Missions or Santa Clara Padres
in probably won’t notice anything particularly different
ith the field.
The chalk lines are in, the infield is in good shape and
grass has been edged neatly.
But as the game progresses, the visiting team seems
be getting all the bad breaks. Its bunts trickle fowl.
hough known for speed, its baserunners keep getting
’,rown out at second. Its pitcher seems erratic and unsure
l’ himself.
As a knowledgeable baseball fan you say, "Tough
Tale’ "Catcher’s got a good arm" or "Pitcher hasn’t got
ose yet."
’ Maybe so. But unknown to most people, a man who is
?ither playing in the game nor managing either team
lay have something to do with it.
Phil Allen’s actions may be the difference in a tight
ame.
No, Phil Allen isn’t an umpire, but one of two
4unicipal Stadium head groundskeepers and he does
lore than cut grass and rake the mound.

Visitors don’t complain;
’They do it too’
You see, for professional baseball games, Allen
,arned the trade years ago of "doctoring" a field to the
;me team’s advantage.
, "It’s done all over in the big leagues," Allen said.
"There’s all kinds of ways to adjust the field in favor
the home club.
"I talk to the skipper ()reganm
before the game,"
lien said, explaining how he knows what kind of team the
isitor’s have.
He said when an opposing team is known for base
,ealing he "puts down sand" between first and second
ase and "breaks up the clay base" in that area. This may
ause a runner to get a poor jump in an attempted steal,
nabling the catcher to throw him out.
Another trick is to lower the opposing team’s mound
the bullpen.
"We chop the mound down about an inch -and -a -half,"
lien said. "The starting pitcher’s stride will be off when
e pitches from the regular mound."
Allen said the umpires are more concerned with the
lound on the diamond than in the bullpen area.
Removing dirt form one side of the basepaths works
) the home team’s advantage when it comes to bunting.
’he lower side will cause the ball to roll either fair or foul
epending on which side has been lowered.
"We tilt the runway slightly," Allen said, "and harden
. up if our team is speedy."
Allen, who has been on the job for almost 19 years,
aid visiting managers don’t complain because "they all
o it," at their ball parks.
Allen said he doesn’t get any extra satisfaction from
eeing one of his tactics works during a game. "If the
verall job ( of preparing the field) is done properly, it’s
ewarding enough. That’s the main objective."
The preparation of the field is not a light task. Allen
nd Steve Ivila, Muni’s other head groundskeeper, will
ave their crews begin field preparation as early as 1:30
.m. for a night game, and early if the teams decide to
mark out during the afternoon.
Not just that, but the hallways, parking lot and
Tandstand must be cleaned.
During the baseball season, it’s a full-time job for
.verybody involved. And in Phil Allen’s case you could
ay it’s a little bit more.

50,000
Summer Job Openings!
r iltgigiark

The 1979 Summer Employment Directory of the U S lists Over 50.000 summer job opportunities for you Make
plans now to earn money, travel to new
areas of the country, and learn new
skills You get information on names.
addresses, pay rates, length of employment, how to apply the works’

Gobo your bookstore or send $S 9510 Writers Digest &inks
Dept CAS 9933 Alliance (toad Cincinnati, OH 45742

By Danny Edwards
Plans for a "major
renovation" of Municipal
Stadiumhome of SJSU’s
baseball team, are being
drawn up and it appears
work on the stadium will
begin in September, according to Ken Canepa,
park supervisor.
Canepa said the plans
have to be approved by the
City Council. Then bids on
the contract will go out,
with the "most qualified"
company getting the job.
"It’s part of a threeyear capital improvement
program," Canepa said.
"The first portion will have
to be ready by February
when the baseball season
starts again."
The program is a
$250,000 effort sponsored by
the Parks and Recreation
Department.
Canepa,
who has
worked for Parks and
Recreaton 12 years, the
last three as park supervisor, said the "first
portionwhich will last
to
September
from
February will include
"getting rid of the grandstands" in order to create
"new seating."
Also, the locker rooms
will be enlarged as they
were "originally designed
to hold about 10 or 11
palyers," Canepa said.
Other
improvements
planned in the six-month
period are better restroom
facilities and a new
drainage system as "water
collection has been a
problem."
Canepa said the
renovation "won’t cause
too many problems" with
sports being played at
Muni at the time. The

baseball season will be
over and only football and
soccer - played on the
outfield - will be underway.
Municipal Stadium is
also the home of two minor
league professional
baseball teams (San Jose
Missions and Santa Clara
Padres) and a women’s
professional softball team
(San Jose Rainbow).
In all, Canepa has
booked 296 events at Muni
this year and hopes to
schedule "a few concerts"
and maybe Roller Derby,
which has ’’been very
successful in the past."
Canepa said the installation of Astroturf in
the infield in 1975 has
"given us the flexibiltiy to
bring in more games
without major work to the
field.
Keeping on top of
everything at Muni is just a
part of Canepa’s duties. He
is also in charge of park
supervision for Police
Athletic League events,
and 32 unlighted and nine
lighted parks in the San
Jose area.
At Muni, it costs approximately $430 to host a
professional team for one
day.
"Our receipts come
from a percentage of the
gate, team fees and concessions," he said.
For a single day game,
SJSU pays $60 and takes in
10 percent of the gross
receipts. The most expensive fee for nonprofessional baseball is $90
for a night doubleheader
with the team getting 10
percent.
The professional teams
are all on a seasonal

By Danny Edwards
In what appears to be
its strongest test so far this
season, SJSU’s undefeated
track and field team meets
UC-Berkeley Saturday in a
10 a.m, contest at San Jose
Ctiy College.
"It’s going to be very,
very close," said SJSU
head coach Ernie Bullard.
They’ll I Cal) probably
score heavily in the track
events. They’ll count
heavily on doubling their
distance runners."
"I think San Jose’s got
the edge," said California
coach Erv Hunt. "If we get
lucky we could come out
ahead."
"On paper I have them
winning by five points, said
SJSU distance and weight
coach Don Riggs.
Thus, the Spartans
may be in for an even
closer struggle than last
year’s 79-74 SJSU victory.
The Golden Bears, unlike
the teams SJSU has faced
so far who have relied
heavily on the talents of
one personhave good deal
of depth.
Led by sprinter Mike
Farmer, who ran 10.1 in the
100 meter dash against the
Spartans last year,
California will also rely on
Andy Clifford in the 1,500meter run 13:40.31 and in
the 800(1:48 I.
The Bears also have
two
3,0 0 0 -meter
steeplechasers who have
run under nine minutes in
the event, far better than
any Spartan effort this
year.
"We have our work cut
out for us," said Riggs,
concerning the distance
events. "They’ve got more
talent and more experience."
Riggs is looking to
sophomore Stan Ross to
have a big race against
Clifford in the 1,500. Ross
won the event last week
against UC-Irvine and has
run 3:46.
"If he competes well he
should make a good
showing," Riggs said.
Riggs noted that if the
Spartan weightmenwho
have garnered a high
percentage of SJSU’s
points this season --can
come through, the Spartans could pull off the team
win.
"We’re mature in the
discus, shot put and
javelin," he said.
Cal’s freshamn shot
and discus man, Dave
Borath could be a big
factor in breaking up
Spartan domination in
those events.
Borath, the national
high school record holder

in the discus, has a best of
170 feet at the college level.
He has also thrown over 55
feet in the shot put.
SJSU’s Bob Fuerbach
( 58-3 1/2 in the shot this
Colin
season)
and
Sutherland ( L2 in the
discus) will look to remain
undefeated.
SJSU sprint and hurdle
coach Larry Livers
believes Farmer can be
beat in the 100.
"Mike Farmer is a
premier sprinter," Livers
said, "but it we put
pressure on him I think he
can be beat. I don’t think
he can beat Marcus
Washington."
Washington, injured
earlier in the season,
finished third in the 100 last
week in 10.5 but has run
10.27. Farmer will also be
facing Spartans Ken
Thomas and Ronnie Anderson who both have
lifetime bests of 10.3.
Livers also believes the
Spartans "can go one-two"
with Mike Kirtrnan and
Pete Austin in the high
hurdles.
Kirtrnan has won the
highs two weeks in a row
and has also run two excellent legs on the Spartans
400-meter relay team.
Austin, competing for the

first time last week, took
second in the highs as he
and Kirtman were clocked
in 14.2.
Cal’s Walt Pratt should
give SJSU’s high hurdlers a
tough race, though, as he
has run 13.9. Pratt will also
be strong in the 400 intermediate hurdles with a
best of 50.4. The Spartans’
top 400 hurdler, Don Finley
is undefeated this season,
running
51.7
against
Stanford.
The Bears will also
have a proven long and
triple jumper in Mike
Marlow.
Marlow has
leaped 25-3 in the long jump
and 54-6 in the triple jump.
SJSU’s Essodina Atchade
has a best this season of 24 The Spartans will also
look to javelin throwers
Curt Ransford (229-21 and
Rich Stewart (217-5), pole
vaulter Greg Woepse ( 16l0(, high jumper Thurliss
Gibbs (6-10) and quartermiler Stephen Chepkwony
( 47,6) to turn in strong
performances.
Competing for SJSU
for the first time this
season will be Sylvester
Pritchett, last year’s
Pacific Coast Athletic
Association champion in
the high jump 17-1 ); along

with triple jumper Craig
Roberts, who has guile over
50 feet. Sprinter Phil
Williams is still out with an
injury.
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Prrx-iticed II, Eddie Washington
Directed by Jerry Garcia

Leon Gast

Animation by Gary Gutierrez

THE
GRATEFUL
DEAD
CONCERT
Films Incor

Friday, March 9th
Morris Dailey Auditorium
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Admission $1.00
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KSJO’s courageous
crustacean, The Lobster,
fights the never-ending
battle for Truth, Justice,
and Industrial Strength
Rock and Roll every
M3nday through Friday,
2pm to bpm
on FM 92.3!
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sports
Promotion of SJSU sports:
it all comes down to money
By Steve Carp
Murphy is also seeking more visibility for the
Edit...r’s note: This is the final part of a three-part basketball program, which many SJSU fans feel is
spinning its wheels in mud.
series dealing se ith promotions in athletics at SJSU.
"We made a mistake in not promoting our basketball
You’re a freshman. You’re sitting in your room at
football
a
major
college
watching
program as much as we should have, and I guarantee that
dorm
the
home or in
game on television. Its 2:30. You have no date tonight. it won’t happen again.
"We think we’ve got a promotable product and with
You’ve got a limited amount of cash.
the facility available, we think we can provide good enWhat are you going to do tonight?
Its a question that thousands of students probably ask tertainment with basketball."
Many people do not know the way to Independence
themselves every weekend. "What am I going to do
tonight’.’ One thing is for certain, they haven’t been High, the Spartan’s home court. The athletic staff is atbanging down the gates of Spartan Stadium to see their tempting to solve that by showing fans how to get there
with posters and simple maps.
football team play.
Why this hasn’t happened is a question the Men’s
With two consecutive losing seasons, the best way to
Athletic Department is trying to answer. Why aren’t the bring the fans back is to begin winning again.
"When we first moved to Independence, the team was
students coming out? How can they be induced to come
out? Does its product have marketability? If it doesn’t, winning and the fans came out," said basketball coach
Ivan Guevara. "When we lost, the fans stayed away. I
how can it be attained?
Men’s Athletic Director Bob Murphy keeps asking think if we can get back on the winning track, the fans will
himself those questions every day. He is working with a come out."
The department believes that the other revenue
handicap. His resources do not match those of the more
will
baseball, soccer, track and wrestling
successful schools, namely Stanford and UC-Berkeley. sports
Yet, his goal is to get his football program to a point where improve as long as the image of the other two sports
improves.
it can compete on the field with Stanford and Cal.
Wrestling promotion has been outstanding, thanks to
To do that, he needs money. Money to hire coaches.
Money to offer athletes in the form of scholarships. Money the work done by T.J. Kerr and his staff. Kerr is another
to refurbish the 45-year-old stadium. Money to promote coach who makes it his business to be visible and he has
made that personal touch pay off.
and publicize.
Spartan Gym was filled for several wrestling matches
And what if you’re Joyce Malone, the women’s AD?
You need money for scholarships. Money to upgrade this year and many fans kept coming back, to the point
facilities. Money to hire a full-time sports information where a solid core of SJSU wrestling fans has been formed
and is growing each match,
director. Money to promote and publicize.
Kerr also conducted a wrestling camp this summer
There’s an old racetrack saying that says "you need
money to make money." In the case of SJSU and that was very successful and Murphy points to the camp
It’s
the
as a means of promoting the school’s teams.
promoting its athletic teams, it’s more than true.

IL a
’1
photo by David Korr.

’We think we’ve got a promotable product’
"We want to expand on the camp idea. We’ve had
gospel.
As far as the men are concerned, the football program them in the past but we’re going to make them more
is the sugar daddy. If the football program makes money, visible and get our coaches and players involved more."
the rest of the teams benefit. If it doesn’t, there’s trouble.
The women have also gotten involved in campus.
Leta
For football to make money, there has to be money. Spartan coaches Sharon Chatman ( basketball
The team is funded mainly through donations from the Walter ( field hockey) and Jane Ward ( volleyball) have all
Spartan Foundation, a fund-raising organization and from conducted successful summer camps and the plans are
the sale of tickets both season tickets and walk-up sales for these camps to expand and enter other sports, such as
on game day.
gymnastics and tennis.
As Associate Athletic Director Jon Crosby mentioned
While it’s true that the women cagers are not drawing
in the first part of this series, season ticket sales are most fans the way the men have, even though their record is the
important because the money is in the bank and can be opposite of the men, they are developing a solid following
( much like wrestling has) and as the American public
used immediately.
The Athletic Department is developing ways to in- accepts the idea of paying money to see women play, the
attendance will increase, as it continually has.
crease their season ticket sales through exposure.
Malone thinks that the people are starting to accept
"Last year, we mailed over 160,000 season ticket
brochures to alumni, the San Jose Chamber of Commerce, the women’s game as one of high proficiency and good,
past season ticket holders, along with handing them out at solid entertainment. "We know we have a good product.
high schools, junior colleges and to SJSU students," said Our teams prove it by winning. Our coaches are out there
Murphy.
telling the people. And the people are starting to listen."
"While it’s true that we didn’t do well with it, I think
Both departments have experimented with tourthat it’s worth trying again. We made some mistakes, but naments in various sports, with various degrees of sucwe will correct them and I think people will accept it much cess.
better this time around."
The women staged an impressive and successful
Some of those mistakes, according to Murphy, in- volleyball tournament last September and Malone says
mid-August),
ex- that the tournament will expand to 16 teams from the 12
cluded getting the brochures out late i
pecting too much from the results of the mailings and that competed last year.
getting the word out to the students too late.
The wrestling team did a fine job with the Murnby
"We intend to learn from our mistakes," said Mur- Invitational last December. The all -day event drew close
phy. "We know we’re not perfect but we never said we to capacity at Spartan Gym and some top talent assured a
were. We’re going to keep up the promoting of the season good audience.
tickets and we think that 1979 will be the catch-up year for
But that hasn’t always been the case. The school
us -- financially, that is."
hosted the Shrine Soccer Classic back in September. Four
Murphy believes new football coach Jack Elway will of the nation’s top teams were entered NCAA champ
help establish a better image of Spartan football.
USF, runner-up Indiana, perennial soccer power St. Louis
"Jack Elway loves this campus," said Murphy. "I’ve and SJSU, who had just won the Oneonta Mayor’s Cup.
never seen a guy as enthusiastic over a college as Jack.
Even though the media jumped on the tournament
He’s talking with the students and the faculty. He may be and gave it excellent pre-game coverage, the Classic drew
our best source of promotion."
a disappointing 13,000 for both nights combined, with
Indeed, Elway is a vast improvement over the beautiful weather.
departed Lynn Stiles in this respect. Unlike Stiles, Elway
Last year’s jog-a-thon was a disaster. It lost a lot of
makes himself visible to the student body and has been money and was run poorly. Both events have become
more than receptive to both the fans and the media.
extinct.

QUICK

The SJSU Athletic
Department is trying to develop enthusiasm
for
SJSU sports -- like
the kind demonstrated
at
this
men’s basketball
game.
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It’s doubtful that either
will be revived. Money
talks. If you lose, it’s one
strike and you’re out. If
you’re successful, you gain
another trip to the plate.
In the end, it comes
down to one thing,
something Murphy and
Malone agree upon to the
maximum if you don’t
have exposure, you’re not
going to succeed in the
promotions game.

USC shocks SJSU in basketball upset
SANTA BARBARA University of Southern
California’s women’s
basketball team dealt
SJSU a heartbreaking
upset loss 99-92 yesterday
at UC Santa Barbara’s
Robertson Gym in the first
round of the AIAW
regionals.
The Trojans connected
on 23 straight free throws
in the first half to finish the
contest with a blistering 32
of 35 from the charity line.
SJSU finished the
season 24-4 and are out of
further tourney play. USC
will face the winner of last
flight’s
Stanford -UCLA
game at 5:45 this evening.
The Spartans opened
the game with a case of the
jitteries and it reflected in
their scattery offensive
play. They’ committed
turnovers which USC
turned into fast -break layups.

In fact, the Trojans
beat SJSU at thier own
game-the fast break.
US(’ had time troubles
with the Spartans full -court
press but Trojan guard
Terry Haines was usually:
able to break free for easy
The Trojans were up
by five at the half 45-40,
aided by a 60 percent
shooting percentage.
Kelly Huff ha on a top
of the key jumper to push
the Trojan advantage to 5144 early in the second
before
Karen
period
Mason, who finished as the

game’s leading scorer with
28 points put SJSU back in
the game.
Mason displayed her
gutsy, hustling style to the
Santa Barbara crowd in
steering her club into the
lead. She buried a pair of
bank -shot baseline jumpers before Spartan forward Winnia Gazaway
tipped in an SJSU miss to
put them in front 56-55.

Gazaway kept the lady
Spartans in the contest in
the second half with her
ability to get position under
the basket and tip in
numerous errant SJSU
misses.
The freshman finished
with a season high of 22
points.
Coach Sharon Chatman’s squad was plagued
with foul trouble. Center
Elinor Banks and forward

Debbi
Johnson’s
aggressiveness
were
limited as the pair had to
play much of the second
half with four fouls before
fouling out. Mason,
Gazaway and sub-center
Susan Day all played with
foul trouble- which was the
reason for USC’s continual
trip to the foul line, which
became a home away from
home for the Southern
California
University

team.
SJSU’s biggest lead
was 68-63 with under 11
minutes to go. However
USC forward Anna Marie
Lopez and Haines began to
spark
the
Trojan
comeback. Center Kathy
Hammond’s tip-in of a
missed USC free throw
gave her club the lead for
good 79-77 with less than
five minutes remaining in
the game.

1979 WOMYN’S WEEK
and SJSU WOMEN’S CENTER
PRESENTS....

BELLA ABZUG

Keynote Speaker for Womyn’s Week

The story of a woman with the courage to risk everything
for what she believes is right,

* Former Congresswoman from New York
* Former Co-Chair of National Women’s Commission
Ms. Abzug will discuss her dismissal from
the Commission and the future of Women in the U.S.

\Nip\ In I I i4(
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Monday, March 12 8:00 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom
Admission: $1.00 (students) $1.50 (general public)
Tickets: Available at the A.S. Business Office
( in the Student Union) and at the door.
Funded by Associated Students
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Now Playing At A Theatre Near You
Check Local Newspaper For Specific
Theatre Listing

March 9, 1979, Page 9

iils Fresno State by 3 games with 6 left

Baseball team needs a sweep against UOP
By Chuck Hildebrand
Daily Sports Editor
t’s time to ante up or get away from the table for the
baseball team.
The Spartans are 6-6 in first-half Northern California
ball Association play entering their three-game
s with University of the Pacific, which begins today
a 2:30 p.m. encounter at San Jose Municipal
ium.

SJSU’s Menges plans no radical lineup alterations
and will send Dave Nobles 3-1 Ito the mound today with
Russ Hayslip 13-21 and Randy Raphael 11-4 set to hurl in
tomorrow’s doubleheader.
Steve Berglund and Jay Brazil will be the first men
out of the bullpen, according to Menges. I.efthander Mark

o its imperative that SJSU win all three games
ist UOP - a fact not lost on baseball coach Gene

,JSU challenges a Pacific club which has been
ing the ball consistently at bat but has sprung leaks
, pitching and defense.
’I’ve been very disappointed in our pitching," Tiger
h Tom Stubbs said. "It hasn’t produced what we’d
d for. And our defense has been very erratic. We’ll
no errors in one game, and then a bunch in the next."
Hfensively, the Tigers have been steady most of the
according to Stubbs, although they’ve endured a
’it drought which Stubbs thinks they’re about to shrug

n the outfield, Stubbs plans to start Roy Gaebel in
r and Michael Jackson in right. Steve Trevino will
in left against righthanders and Greg Plant will take
against southpaws.
[’he UOP pitching rotation calls for righthander Dave
lacqua - who has been "kind of up and down" acng to Stubbs - to go in the first game of the series
1/’
Cwo lefties will get the nod in tomorrow’s noon
,leheader at Stockton’s Billy Hebert Field - Rich
’tiy and freshman Greg Unger.
1.,eahy has been the mound mainstay for the Tigers,
1rding to Stubbs. "He’s very consistent. He’s been in
iy game he’s pitched."
1
Jnger undertakes his first league start after working
’ impressive innings in a recent non-league victory
Cal. He’s from Homestead High in Cupertino.
IUOP is 5-8 in NCBA play and 7-8 overall after splitting
iakeup doubleheader Tuesday with Santa Clara. The
rs are in sixth place in the seven-team circuit.
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The Bulldogs must play second place St. Mary’s 1751 in

First baseman Greg Robles is Pounding
r on will be greatly enhanced
011 at a .318 clip with 20 has. four homers and 12 runs batted in. all tops
the regulais
SJ51.1. 90 on Me season, has compiled a .263 Team
lig average with a 4 17 earned run average... Starting with anon league

FIGURE

MODEL

Female

E .c

Pay Cali 739 8327 from 5 tO 8
pm PS Monday the 5th

the disks at your small party
S5 hr 286 3219

AMUSEMENT PARK FUNi
Ride

MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS
CRUISE FREIGHTERS
No experience High Pay, See
Europe. Hawaii, Australia. So

stereo cassette. new
steel belted radial tires. 6 cyl . 3

to SEAWORLD,

mpg

20

spy
6276

Bow 61035. Sacto . CA 95860
SIERRA Club meeting ’rues 7 30
pm
Guadalupe
Rrn
student

openings,

AM.’FM

America Career Summer! Send
$365 for Info

sportation
alter 5p m

Call

$400

Psychic

Accurate

America

Australia, Asia. Etc
monthly

All fields

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF Your insurance needs

determine

your most flattering as well as
give yOu a personalized Style
description. ’These are YOUR

appointment at my office or
home and we’ll Set LIP a time
convenient for you on campus,

unique fashion building blocks
that you can use and adapt for
the rest of your life I give you

at your home, or at my Oft ice
Let’s get together and give you
better coverage tor less money

SPRING!

Let

FASHION
me

FOR

about 70 colors out of a set of 500

BOLE X Camera

You

minded,

never

have

movie

’77

home. stage. Or studio AE also
has TV’s VTRs, videoscreens
and games. Everything you
need in home entertainment at 5

YAMAHA

Pacific, or the thrown together
iunk systems at Cal, then you
owe it to yourself to Give Audio
Enterprises a call. The number
is 255 5550. M F after 2 p.m..
anytime weekends Ask for Ken

500

Schedule. Also typing and office
Work part time near campus

Exc

50 rnpu
2760485 after I

249 5947

E ce, ent
pay
Worldwide
travel Summer lob or career.
Send 53 for info to SEAFAX.
Port
2049,
Dl,
Box
Dept

MISCELLANEOUS easy work near
SJSU 1000 can study while you
work l. 53.50 per hours Hours to
lit your schedule Also typino
and office work part lune near

’71 HONDA CL 350, maroon color.
gas
shortageis
Call Joe, 179 9601

’78

650

KZ

Kerker
paint
6721

custom.
header,

998 0149.

WAREHOUSEMAN Driver
54 00
per hr. work lprn to Sprn, three
to live dayS,wk tot’, your school

Exc

Gond
custom seat,

Many Extras!

Call

374

schedule Good driving recorci
required. Phone Mrs Emrn, 798
4900 Year round Opportunity

Audio Enterpirses Has It!
DISCO
Disco
Peter

Mobile
EXPERIENCE.
and Light Shows with
Tremendous

B

DESK Black steel drawers, walnut
laminated top 40020 Good cond.
S50 or offer 248 7874

Pacifico

Tank,

PH

other activities We Provide an
educational social
informal
setting which is very condusive
to meeting people and learning
about the gay community. Be all
attend For our
you can be
meeting schedule or lust more

NATIONAL
Jewelry
needs part or full

writing is your thing, we need
you at the Alumni Association
for PR writing and for our
the

class, and work with concerned

An

elegant color portrait by John
tor you or to give to someone
special Call JOIM 269 7937
ATTENTION SJSU and Others Was
the I reewa y crowded

R2 D2

THE

AIRLINES HATE ME.
found a loophole that allows
across
Me
anybody
to fly
Country FREE on maw airlines
provided Hwy know my little
known

secrets

For

complete

detailed report Send only 56 00 to
JORDON M. 408 S. 8th NO
San Jose, CA 95112

D

love a cat or dog Please oe ten’,
County Humane

Santa Clara
Society

CROWDED, RID?

Will

Company
time area

interview

Poretrnent only
offer 40 m

professional

supervision
We
want people who’re serious
any
about the welling craft
flexible enough to try a new

No fees

AUDIO

ENTERPRISES

essories

M!,),

Whil‘:11.1,1;,11,"&6...

Sandwiches,
Food
HEALTH
Creps.
Burger.
Vegetable
Drinks Margarets, 126 E San

distance tO school
5150 mo
ne1og. 1St and last mo rent Call
Danny. 292 8946
ROOMMATE
2
haus.,
S110/Ino

291 0458

eves

Salvador

403

01 America 1060 Minnisola

no
smoke.
Available now

responsiible
5147 mo

Call

288 5683

A 110
DISCOUNTS’
else can
Otter you
yy
MO brands"
Virtually iv,, uiodei On the
market. Factor, sealed cartons

w full warranty plus an ciptionai
5 yr Warrant, for parts AND
labor, All accessories Al cost
w purchase of any
systi m"
FREE advice Clehyery. testing,
and

set uo, Super low Sale
171,CeS ALL the Tine 5 fr., L
with eat h purl hose’ Complete
price quotes w no etr Ira chartieS
right over the phone’ No hype
No BS. individualized one to one
AUDIO
EN
has it ail. the

servile’
TERPRISES

SeleCtiOn of the highet
fidelity at Irk. lowust prices Call
255, 5550 M thry F after 2 P 01
any limy
ASK for
KEN

KATHY. shit trying to track 0Own

travel

your Safeway Stott in Santa
Clara Help, Ron, 2416072
You came like the winds
eye in

’3001 March, with all the

an

eyes
Happy
’30
your
niverSary. Tom 28

ATTENTION
ROD? and
SJSU
Come to FREE WAY Cot
feehouse Thurs.. March 15 and
find out

CHAR TER FLIGHTS 1979
We
represent all charter operators
LONDON
inclding Laker,
PARIS
FRANKFURT
DUSSELDORF
new gatewar I

WANTED
CARDS
Lapin, Bus
Dr
Quick cash
Tower 763, or call 837 0191

Lima PERU
!SOUTH AMERICA,
COSTA

services
TYPING

ACCURACY.

NEATNESS, and DEADLINES
Experienced
GUARANTEED
in Masters. Reports, De’s,’
Wiens Approved by San Jos.

JAMICA
RID
DeJANE IRO
HONG KONG
TEL AVIV
MANILA
TOKYO
AUSTRALIA
TaiPEI
SIGNAPORE
HONOLULU
NEW YORK
CITY
Plus
student thaws throughout Asia.

San Jose Blossom Valley Area
Janet. 227 9525
a
Weddino
for
Photographer" Imaues by JOhn
that are
expressions
of
love
are

Wt. elegant and understood or
everyone! For the hru.st wyri
ding phetograPhy call JOt’n at
Wye

TYPING

experteror
Selectric

lost and found

by alo
225 9316

Call

reports

20
Years
COrref talti

IBM

Term Papers, theses
manusr r .pfs. etc
iOn

Graduate Traps, List, Blossom
Call Kathie, 578 1216.

Hill area
earn 9prn
FIJIKA 35rmn TAMURA on case
found call 297 8474

if

bra, elet with oval
ivory stone Approy 3 2 Please
sent ’mental Patti, 9904400

LOST

Silver

REWARD Viatch lost in bathrrom
It
of 3rd floor main library
found. ’,least r All 926 3036

LOST

Tigereye ring in the
bathroom
,n
the
Journalism Building on 3 ’7 79
Great sentimental value Please
tall Cindy At 277 3171
women’s

Call us now, Quality

CHECK OUT
THE BUYS

EXPERT typing and proof re,...
siic
of term papers etc
SI pg Sheila 27s 9179
TYPO GRAPH, s
WrIting and o .
Medical Lege. 1,

INt

s

Publications Bro,
Term papers

IN THF.

10 Der tent discount to Mud.
cards
With
ID
I
student
all 710 905
appointment
PROF

Ef. ..Y
reasona, y
257 80 Sc

LASSIFIED ADS

F
if

.

-PAYING

510
MEN’S.
$5
WOMEN’S, for class rings Any
condition Will arrange Pick up
Phone (toll free,
ANY TIME"

Blue Barclays Passbook to West
Hall, Thank You Very Much

Thesis lid,, pane,
Pis
on,’ Ia..,

TYPING

I,

excellent Pay Write American
Service, 8350 Park Lane. Suite
127. Dallas. TX 75231

reliable

LOOK INC, for female to live wilt, a
nice, handicapped man He ekes

transportation

music and writing

Work is not dangerous, but not
for the faint hearted Apply at
11 a.m to noon.
210 S First St
or call 297 4664 I or appointment

Flexible

Hours Good
Pay
AideVOrd .
$500 hr
RN’s,
Sil hr
LVN’S. 16 50.’hr .
Experience
Some
R ether.,

Lives ’,Aar

Call 287 1749 for Appt

WANTED.

Part

Sewing,

alterations

PROF

Eyre Typist Fast, accurate
IBM Sete( rr,,il

design,

pattern

JAZZ lessons any inStrer,
bass or pert ussion

reasonable

IFIABYSIT TING

time

some
making,

5,

Ant, evtras Pleasecao

campus 798 23011

251 8058
HELP

LICENSED CHILD CARE.
school loving care. hot

BIRTHDAY HapPies to KAM 1,011"
hunch,. RBR pal Ar Ar

clerking. typing 767 2333

in my nom,
loving mother Part tune
time Meals boos.
SI h,
one
chid
Si SO ..
iyidren Call Carol NY 4.05y

CIGARETTES

53 25,carton
Cheap null to mark up to resell
998 4666

LIVE ON
MOM ROAOWAYI

SPECIAL DISCOUNT OFFER
to SJSU students, stafffaculty
Wed.. March 14 & Thurs.. March 15
8P M
Friday. March 16
Saturday. March 17
5& P

8P M

$ 1 .00 discount
on available $8.50 & $7.50 tickets
To obtain this special discount pick
up an Audit Slip at the A S Business
Office (Studei t t inion). Tile Audit Slip
will he honored at the S.in Jose linx
Office for a ’1,1 tit liscount when tickets
are purchast., I s,IS( ii. F) required.
One tir ket pc) Audit Slip (Ink
VM11111 If I 1.1 V!
SI 15" 4111 I It \ S.1,4 t.,11 III

have

I 800 835 2246

TO THE PERSON who returned my

personals

E

PROCESS
SERVER
Highest
bayiing in Santa Clara Co You
must bed citizen, over 18, and

Wanted

immediately! Work at home
no experience
necessary

NURSING

VP",
LEMKE S
Rale, 292 .02..

269 8674

ADDRESSERS

’s i III

ales

RATES--

WANTED TO BUY Baseball cards.
All years and types, especially
Bowman. Goudy, Post. Lea Top
Prices paid Call Peter Fleid
629 6939
3 Imes
Oboes
SKIERS UNITE’ Ski Park City. Alta
and
Snowbird
over
Easter
Vacation
Five fantastic days
and nights April 1 13. Only $180

5 Ivies
6 ones

Heavenly and Kirkwood
March 1 4 Ion Sp, members and
$32 nun rhyrnburs Disr Over the
Ski Chu, .11 ski the best powder
Joe Patterson, 268
2529, 295 6/01
anywhere

Iwo

Meer

FVOI

der
S I 50

days

days

1 00
1 90

days
2 25
2 7,

1 40
2 90

3 00

3

25
.7 Is

3 40
.400

3 50
4 00

50

50

51.

2 00
1 50
300

3 50

50

’

and Sea,.’’,

lot

dina,
2 If
3 00

Lai a add/tronaI low add

Inc lodes
transportation,
lodging, lifts and parties Alta
and Snowbird included Sign up
at table in Art Quad area and at
meeting on Thursday. March 1
in Engineering 131 at 7 30 p
Ski

Print Your Ad Here:
’loudt

(One

Print nap,.
50

.

Address
Mfrienurn Mreet.nrs One Day
Semester tete rag ossirest 829 00

s _
SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:

I het k a ClassracaMor
Anfo,..nc

Help Wanted

Services

Aillnrnolwo

Lost andl einel

for Sale

Personals

travel
Ste,.

Amsterdam’s

ZURICH
COPENHAGEN
GENEVA
SHANNON
BRUSSELS
MADRID
MILAN

RICA

269 7931

6958

BASEBALL

per, ent

LOOKING

MALE or FEMALE wanted lo share
house near SJSU Clean, quiet.

Or young Woman in wheelchair
lb hrsvek Car necessary 245

794

3613 294 3134

SO

and

FEMALE student wanted 3 nights
Iter,wk to do light housekeepng

Key
Full time
10
operators for tax season, in
terviewing now Tax Corpora,.

TV%
and thilreS

university
GI Atiltatt.
Stall
Deportment IBM Sel II South

needed tor 2 hdrm
mi
from campus

wknds

Care 246 7042

PART TIME,

Your

stride or

studio use
VT Rs. video,- .
All
at
5
I

against Sacramento Slate next Tuesday, the Spartans are scheduled for

1.
itraight home...hogs

is

vier troth, Buried
service for stereo c onlponents.
compacts
p0001,,,"
ano a<

Love

258 8878
FEMALE NEEDED TO rent large
room with a loll in a two bdrhn
house with a erepiace Walk ino

COMPANIONS

or two
Contact Carol
Schreiber al 277 3235 or 787 7532
for more information

stereo

YUGOSLAVIA

SLEEP IN OR OUT
Assist the elderly in their awn
homes Choose your own hours

style

SI Pa Shed.,

Wale

Fury 4 bdrm . 2 1./ ba. 1
car garage. 8 minutes to SJSU.
5500 mo Reterences req Call

managers and trainers
Exceptionally high commissions
paid

V.(

Widest

HOUSE

sales

Spartan

ding

Ex oER T ?rpm,
of term papi.,

CA 95112

AID for disabled man. 79, work pt
AM on wknds in Los Gatos
63 50,hr 356 2716

DO YOU need a couple of units’ II

IBM

consumer

I to be on pictures!

YOU clot

EXPERT

help wanted

Quarterly You can receve one
to three units through an IS 180

NEEDED SJSU Grad student for
AS Council Must be tenacious!

1 BEDROOM turn Apt. Clean quiet.
sunny, All util. paid 5200 00 Plus
Dee near SJSU. Avail. the 27
Non smoker 2868306

Athletic type build helpful Call
738 3553, evenings after Op m

Publication

me Adorer*.

WENDY

ROOM and Board. 5135 a mo studY
hours and oIl street parking 279
9473 155 South 14th St

wants
Photogenic Males for modeling

298 GAYS
tickets
group tour
TUT
available for Sunday July 720 00
AMS12call 247 3466

2 bath

5300 mo
550 SOuth

PHOTOGRAPHER

information call our events tape

KING

Apt

269

GAY MEN and Lesbians SJSU Gay
most
meets
Union
Student
Thurs at 8 PM in the Guadalupe
Rm of the SJSU Student Union.
Speaker led discussions, rap
groups, potluck dinners and

No 1, San Jose, CA 95111

Available March 1
11th Street 733 6433

Call 279

and Emporium store
2074, ask tor Abdul

DIRT BIKE. ’71 Yamaha DTI 250,
set up for off road enduro. Like
new.
0590.

14081 767 3156.

there .1 I need you
And you II
it’s all wOr
always Smile
Mwhile I’ll be there if you need

HAPPY Birthday Dear Alarm

furnished

NEED a Female English Tutor for a
female student Near Almaden

sound

and lighting effects
available for all occasions Cali

systems

Fast

4359

So many times when the
10 be Without a

application. resume to "owner,’’
c ’o George Stump, 1058 N 4th

LARGE Modern? bedroom

Same pay Call Don,
to 6 p in only

arnpus

-The

1111

elect, Cal

s
ful

Seen,

ATTENTION SJSU and OTHERS
WAS
THE
FREE WAY

St

Angelees, WA 98362

7892 B. Scott

term

;

Love. Mouser

rnanent

basis, and Make my
payment of S775 mo plus your
short
utilities
Please
send

Fine

Blvd., Santa Clara

coming

1.015 "SMACK

honey

6028

4270
Other
sizes
Santa Clara Artists

available.

DOC
Call 267

American.
SHIPS,
JOBS ON
foreign Noexperience required

HANDSOME SCULPTURE pedestal
in
birch
34343’
Supports
scupltures.

board

housekeeping Room,
small weekly salary

Mary) if interested

heavy

Light

BABYSITTER

LIVE IN

getting married! Kevin 241 9569

5350

Prefer a couple
to housesit my home on a per

same pay Call Don. 998 0149. 5
106pm Re"’

STEREO for sale
also records and
tapes
nd. to sell fast. Best
offer Pls call 798 7231 lash for

Foundry

system! 5 FREE LPs with each
purchase! If you’re tired of the
small selection at the Sound
at
prices
high
the
works,

cable TV. W D

S3 50YPER HOUR_ Misr easy work
near SJSU I you can study while
vou work I. Hours to fit your

miles

Birthday kisses tO my

IF YOU have room in your life to

Avail. June
Close to campus. Security.
private yard w BISQ. garagc.

details

take over payments must sell,

detailing

of

and Weekends 247 7723
HOUSE FURNISHED

for
wanted
WOMEN
amateur photographer 56 11,H
for
at
735
1188
Call Jay Vora!

em

any

w.’purchase

For
company
and
friendship I or older Professional
man Active and Involved in
Business and Community Eve

ASIAN

1978 Tahiti Super Tiger Ski Boat: 460
Ford, Panther Jet, 51900 down.

10 50 percent DISCOUNTS! Mfg
Plus optional 5 year
wrnty
extended wrnty. All accessories
cost

Enduro

6.600

room and board tor right

student

1544

16rorn non relies

Asking $1.100

large,

FREE

c amera.

cony,

make a clothesMistake again.

Prices! AE is your consumer
electronics buying service for
nearly 300 brands of audio
compacts.
Poe
components.
tables. and accessories tor auto,

tereSting opportunity to explore
movement
ideas
within
a
narrative fra,EeWvrk and See
the results on film Call Bill, 137

Slow
motion.
3
lens.
Pistol grip $175 Call 238 6276

to

AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!
The Widest selection of the
Highest fidelity at the Lowest

call first 293 7374

er
for
student produced
children s film No pay but in

motion/fast

Bowman, MA . 147 2504. 5,30
7 00 pm. most eves. Ilarn lprn
Dress
for
Also,
Saturdays
Success
for
the
BusIness

courtyard, parking, 132 per wk
share. 555 single 202 5 11th St

DANCE
MAJOR
wanted
Need
inventive choreographerJdanc

CALL MORY STAR, 253 32770,
446 3649

together with vour personal
style description in a portfolio
only.. References
By ’amt.
Sliding scale of fees. Inquire
Lynne
Carol
details colors

Free info
OH P Co. Box 4490 SB.

Berkeley, CA 94704

HOME,
FIRE.
HEALTH It you are not already
with State Farm. call Inc an

THE

facilities, game room. color TV
linen and Maid Sery fireplace.

Sightseeing

Write

AUTO.
IS

SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen

Expenses

5500 51.200

and

Jose Call Pats. 984 1642
COLOR

everything furnished, 530 per
wk share. 550 wk single. 122 N
8th St 279 9504

Summer year
S

Paid
Fast.

reasonable too. IBM Selectric
Give me a try. I’m in West San

from

campus kitchen. facilities, linen
and maid,sery . T V parking

and vicinity Call 1 722 7761

for sale

Gospel. Prosperity 298 4509
TYPING

MOTHER OLSON’S
Two Houses across st

VILLAGE

OVERSEAS JOBS
round
Europe.

Develop
Aqoar Ian

Meditation,

person

surf mu
Hollywood
PrOjected
movie lobe limed in Santa Croy

LIFE FELLOWSHIP

you tome," Jackson
rm at MOM.,
proofs

friendly face
A lonely place
it’s nice to know that you’ll lie

SURFERS WANTED as actors in

377 1660

KIM

BOBBY
City

summer
in

NOW
FRONTIER

MINI dirt bike. 560 ’69 Olds Delta 4
or
solid. dependable Iran

activities

in

full time

Apply

Call 738

52.695

housing

AMUSEMENT PARK

union Outcloor and conservation

ClRCLE OF

costume
services
main
Sales,

food

merchandise
tenancy
Immediate par/ time

’74 CHEVROLET Nova Hatchback

did

Browne

Wailing Julie 1984400
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Chird baseman Stan Rogers has anchored UOP all
)n, both offensively and defensively. The senior from
jo is the team leader in RBI’s and Stubbs calls him
ar our best offensive performer."

throw strikes we’ll be in every ballgame.’’
SJSU pitchers have surrendered almost five walks
per game and have only two more strikeouts 1901 than
bases on balls this season - alarming statistics to Menges.
"We’re giving up too many walks and putting ourselves in the position of having one hit score a lot of runs."

classifieds

;JSU trails first-place Fresno State 19-3 by three
with just six remaining - including a half-closing
-game set against the Bulldogs in San Jose next
end.

If we’re going to make a run at the first half title
have to take all three games," Menges said. "We
to be in a position where the winner of the Fresno
series win the first half."

Langston may also be used if UOP produces an overabundance of left-handed swingers.
-We can still determine our own destiny," Menges
said, "but it’s going to take victories. Wins. W’s.
’We’ve been playing fairly well lately. We haven’t
been making errors, and if we can get our pitchers to
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Dietitions at S.U.
offer lunch ideas
By Maureen Johnson
Is your brown bag as
depressing as its color?
Are the contents even
worse?
If you’ve run out of
creative ideas for what to
throw into that bag lunch of
yours, how about trying
peanut butter balls or pita
bread with a carton of
yogurt? These are just
some of the unusual
suggestions offered at
information tables outside
the Student Union today to

’?r

celebrate the last day of
National Nutrition Week at
SJSU.
The Students Dietetics
Association is offering
helpful hints on how
students can pack nutrtious, inexpensive lunches
that meet about one third of
the Recommended Dietary
Allowance ( RDA ) needed.
Peanut butter and
sunflower seed or dried
milk and jam sandwiches
are two different ideas
offered.
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Dorm food service expecting
.
increased student feedback
I Continued from Page 1)
The final gripe that
Trippi brought to the
board’s attention was that
weekend and Friday night
meals were insufficient
compared to weekday
meals.

out a food evaluation form
on a day-to-day, meal-bymeal basis. They do this as
they are eating the food in
the dining commons and
are asked to note both
negative and positive
criticisms.

Several of the board
members expressed
surprise that a student food
evaluation board wasn’t
already operating.

Trippi said that
students were aware of the
RA’s evaluation but felt
they "received no response
from Spartan Shops or the
food service."

Currently, the RA’s fill

Another G.E. plan nears completion
(Continued from Page!)
The language is
general rather than
specific because "the
document represents intentions, focus and purpose
specific
than
rather
courses or prescriptions for
goals,"
the
meeting
Bowman said.
"The actual hands on
implementation is left up to
the schools," Adams said.
They have a lot of leeway

in the way they want to
implement it.
"There is always a
question of how far a
systemwide group can go
in policy and how much
should be left to local
autonomy. What we are
trying to do is provide a
framework," he said.
Adams doesn’t expect
the new G.E. policy to pass
without some opposition.
Any time you change
at least one-third of the

A.S. may make move
to hold back funding
(Continued from Page 1)
However, McFadden
believes that the action
could be effective in getting
the SPA to follow the
stipulations because the
organization would not like
to lose the $5400 from
SJSU.
Ryan believes that
Trippi and McFadden are
wrong in using what she
terms as -dues blackmail"
in getting changes made in
the SPA.
-I don’t think that
withholding dues is the way
to get something done,"
she said. "San Jose State
does not have the right to
tell other campuses what to
do."
McFadden said the
things she and Trippi are

working
"We’re
toward getting a true
government
student
association, and these are
the steps," Trippi said.
According to McFadden, the SPA has a lot
of importance in terms of
student affairs.
The organization votes
on such things as academic
issues, financial aid bills,
discrimination in housing
bills, rent relief, cutbacks
and budget, and it is the
body for student perspective to the Board of
Trustees of the CSUC.

Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers
IEEE) will meet at 12:30
today in
Engineering
Building, room 227. Jack
Klinger will speak on
design and applications of
lasers.

Spartan City Tenants
Association will be holding
a clean-up and potluck
dinner Sunday at 11
a.m.The Association wants
to clean up all weeds and
broken
glass around
Spartan City. Clean-up
will be from 11 a.m. until 3
p.m. with dinner following.
For information, call 2958188.

Christian
Nurses
Fellowship and Student
Nurses Association of
will
California ( SNAC
present a film on "Death
and Dying," at noon
Monday in the Health
Building. room 303. There
will be a discussion period
following the presentation
and all health related
professions are welcome.

health
psychology,
education, health science
or physical education.

"It’s impossible now,
in this time of cutbacks, to
make purely educational
decisions. They are looked
at from the standpoint of
’what’s this going to mean
to my department and my
job,’ "Adams said.

The SJSU G.E. policy
does not include that
requirement.

The requirement may
set up guidelines for certification of G.E. and
develop procedures for the
CSUC system to challenge
G.E. certification from
junior colleges.

The draft proposal
recommends the formation
of a committee on each
campus to review and
approve courses for the
G.E. program, Bowman
said.

There will also be a
committee,
statewide
made up largely of faculty
throughout the state, to
-continually study objectives, requirements and
recommendations to the
G.E. package.
"The systemwide
committee will keep
abreast of what’s happening on local campuses
and hopefully respond,
make changes, modify or
adjust the G.E. program,"
she said.
The state committee
will not have the final say
on programs. Bowman
said. "It will see if the
programs function and if
not, why not.
"Each campus needs
to feel, and must have, a
certain autonomy, but
since we are a system we
must have certain common
goals," she said.
Some universities and
colleges now permit the
U.S. History and Constitution and American
Ideals requirement to
satisfy G.E. Other campuses make it a separate
requirement.

Icelandic
announces
the best deal
to Europe:

Students planning to
begin
fulfilling
requirements for a
secondary school teaching
credential, single subject,
should immediately contact the
Secondary
Education office, room 404,
Education Building. You
will be given forms to
establish candidacy.
Thomans McGrath,
graduate students in
percussion, will perform
works by Beck, Redel,
Mendelssohn, Frazier, De
Gaystne and Cirono in an
all-percussion program at
7:30 p.m. Sunday in the
concert hall of the Music
Building. Information can
be obtained by calling 2791620.

The draft proposal
it separately,
treats
Bowman said.

She said the Board of
General
Studies,
established by the SJSU
asking for are not radical.
Academic Senate to im"I don’t view them (the plement
its
G.E.
stipulations) as a threat to requirement, is very
presidential power," similar to the committee
McFadden said.
proposed by the task force.

spartaguide
Psi
Alpha
Beta
accounting
(national
honorary society ) will
meet tonight at the Los
Gatos Lodge. Stephen
Graham will speak on
"Advertising and the
Accounting Profession."
For more information,
contact Jim Wolf. 239-1929.

undergraduate curriculum
it will cause some controversy.
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The systemwide G.E.
proposal includes a 3-unit
requirement for "study of
the individual." That is
"the area in which
humankind studies itself,"
Bowman said.
She said it could be an
interdisciplinary class like

Bowman said G.E. is
presently established in a
manner that is "uneven
and inconsistent from
junior college to junior
college."

Also, RA’s are paid for
their duties and receive
half their meals free from
Spartan Shops. Trippi
suggested that a student
board could be more objective.
Trippi made three
suggestions for the
proposed "quality control"
board. He asked that
students have direct input
in menu selection and
variety, be able to report
directly to the Spartan
Shops Board of Directors,
and the students on the
board be representatives
from the dorms, not paid
staff members.
Edward Zant, general
manager of Spartan Shops,
said that many of the

complaints Trippi mentioned were "problems of
mass food production, not
negligence."
He said that the RA’s
evaluations were part of a
daily food service
evaluation and part of a
weekly evaluation by the
food service program.
"The RA’s evaluation
is important. We don’t
want to get rid of that,"
said Zant.
He said that the food
service manager evaluate
the menus, look at the RA’s
comments and check the
student suggestion box
weekly.

Zant also mentior
that the Housing Depa
ment already has stud(
representatives on I
dorm food committee, I
the food service =nap
received little feedba
from them.
Trippi replied that I
dorm residents are "awa
of the mass food producti
problem" but there "m
be things that a doi
student quality conti
board could look at"
ease the complaints.
Zant promised a rep( a.
on the possibility of a doi
student board at the nt
meeting of the Board
Directors in two weeks.

Have you read today’s Classifieds?
get "GASSED" at
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"I LIKE TO PLAY BASEBALL
AND I LIKE TO DRINK LITE.
MOST PEOPLE WOULD RATHER
WATCH ME DRINK UTE"
Mary Throneberry
Baseball Legend
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